Enforcing Autonomous Formation Flying
TanDEM-X: unique opportunity to gain experience in designing formation flying autonomous GNC systems system performance & reliability operational aspects Add-on: onboard formation keeping system (TAFF) in-plane relative control of the formation using cold gas thrusters demonstrate superior formation control performance
Specific constraints
limited usage of onboard resources deterministic maneuver planning (for mission operation activities) no cold gas maneuver allowed during SAR acquisition
Challenges of Onboard Autonomy
Never disturb the primary scientific mission objectives Convince people that autonomous formation keeping does not endanger the formation Demonstrate that onboard autonomy brings some added value natural elliptic relative motion latitude-dependent separation parameterization through a set of relative orbital elements : Δa, Δe, Δi, Δu describing the shape of the ellipse passive safety through proper phasing of Δe and Δi secular drift of the phase of Δe due to J 2 ⇒ the formation needs to be actively controlled 
System Predictability
Deterministic maneuver planning relative orbit control done with a pair of along-track maneuvers constant control period (typically 3 to 5 orbits) state machine implemented for the autonomous execution of maneuvers ⇒ possible to predict the execution time of the maneuvers during the next two weeks with good precision (15 minutes)
Do we need TAFF?
TAFF has never been used operationally during the first three years of the mission
The greatest advantage of TAFF lies only in the control performance, not in the reduction of operational effort (the formation keeping is also fully automatized onground)
No need currently for better control performance 
